
INTRODUCING 
DESIGNER DISTRIBUTION 



ONBOARDING: FOUNDFIRST NFT COLLECTIONS

Besides solving the biggest pains of independent artists: Getting noticed
and paid by connecting to new opportunities 

We are innovating the A&R/Artist use of NFTs and web3 
by delivering our research in this space and providing a new revenue
stream for our artist discoveries



Your fans become owners of a limited edition release
that you have curated for early supporters.

Fans and creative culture love to share and follow great
discoveries from the earliest stage.

Now, with your NFT, you have "MINTED" them into your 
 "I discovered it first" club with documented bragging
rights that can be displayed and shared forever.

AND, YOU CAN KEEP GIVING PERKS TO THOSE FOUNDFIRST®
CLUB ♣ COLLECTION OWNERS THROUGHOUT YOUR CAREER.

 

FOUNDFIRST® CLUB ♣ 
CERTIFICATE OF AUTHENTICITY LIMITED EDITION OWNER 

CERTIFICATE OF AUTHENTICITY
 FOUNDFIRST® CLUB ♣

KILLER
KENNEDY

DISNEYBITCH



DISTRIBUTION IS READY TO OFFER 
 DESIGNER SERVICES FOR ARTISTS 

GREATERTHAN is an A&R driven music + creative company exploring big ideas
in combining A&R Research, A&R Innovation and discovery, with designer
distribution and web3. 

GREATERTHAN works with artists, labels, music companies, brands, festivals,
and more as it evolves into a Boutique Designer Distribution model that
identifies top talent and propels artists careers with custom marketing,
resources, people-powered growth, and exposure driven partnership
services  -- breaking through the noise while working to build key assets that
drive artists vision & brand



DISTRIBUTION SOLUTIONS THAT
ARTISTS WANT

ARTISTS WANT:

To be discovered and have opportunity for success
(There are 3.6B users across the creator economy, and it is virtually impossible to
get industry support as a new artist without A&R Research)

A more equitable and innovative global music ecosystem with
transparency to know where they stand in the market in terms of data
and pay

Tailored services that supports the individual needs of each creator
from a partner that will add value and solve problems by helping them
connect with audiences and create revenue and growth



GREATERTHAN IS THE NEW HOUSE OF DISTRIBUTION

Like the brand names that are synonymous with QUALITY bespoke goods and
services that stand the test of time, and break boundaries with innovation, we
are the high-end-quality distribution brand providing an unmatched boutique
development and luxury level experience in distribution.

GREATERTHAN fills the space between pure basic distribution and what major
labels offer with premium opportunities while leveraging our A&R Research
pipeline to identify and acquire the most promising emerging talent of all
genres. 



RESOURCES ARTISTS NEED: CURATED LISTS OF THE TOP 25
CREATIVE INTEREST CATEGORIES ARTISTS NEED ACCESS TO

Over two years, we have been curating a deep set of the
most valuable resources to support artists' needs for our
Designer Distribution clients. We have already curated a
number of great finds in graphic designers, professional
services, song contests, financial resources and grants
per state/territory, and much more.

Artists, Labels, and the Creative Community of Designer
Distribution will have exclusive access to these resources
curated to advance their careers, network, and audience



During the pandemic we launched GREATERTHAN APP as an invitation only
platform featuring curated discoveries and resources from our research

Now we have reimagined it as a web3 platform with curated NFTs 

GREATERTHAN APP is relaunching as a digital collectibles marketplace for art
and entertainment, initially focused on music, partnering with artists in order
to launch music-based and creative projects 

Using the GREATERTHAN LAUNCHPAD marketplace, you'll be able to create
and sell your first NFT collectibles with ease, on us!

GREATERTHAN REPLACES ITS APP 
WITH A WEB3 NFT DISTRIBUTION PLATFORM 



This is an important step towards increased industry collaboration and
participation, with the common goal of making digital collectibles accessible
and affordable

We’re thrilled to open up the GREATERTHAN LAUNCHPAD NFT ecosystem
to independent artists and fans as a true demonstration of the pace at
which the music industry is embracing web3 with our easy to use
marketplace and can’t wait to roll out the first creative projects being
launched on the marketplace
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Web app
Sales in USD (Fiat) Payments or Eth/Polygon 
Invite-only Collection with Smart Contract covered by GREATERTHAN
Utility token / NFT exclusives
Splits for collaborators, managers, artists / Backend Payments for Royalty
Distribution
Member Referral Rewards (Community Program)

FIRST PUBLIC ARTIST COHORT (BETA)
LAUNCH JUNE 2022 
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If you don’t know about the rising power player, Bitski, a lot of heavy hitters are backing it
including: Jay Z, Roc Nation’s co-founder Jay Brown, music industry executive Troy Carter,
and Endeavor CEO Ari Emanuel. Also among the list of investors: MrBeast, Serena Williams,
and executives at TikTok, Snapchat, Twitter, 100 Thieves and Adobe.

X
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BY INVITATION
ONLY 

FOUNDFIRST

THE FIRST CURATED 
NFT COLLECTIONS
ARE NOT JUST
COLLECTIBLES

THEY ARE
POWERFUL DIGITAL
ASSETS +
MARKETING TOOLS
TO CONNECT WITH
YOUR AUDIENCE



NFT INFO 

Limited edition             100 of 250 left

NFT Title 
Description 
$ PRICE

Invited artists can now use our platform to offer MORE than a
collectible- audio recordings, audiovisual content, backstage
footage and any artwork and images as NFTs on the
GREATERTHAN LAUNCHPAD marketplace, selling them directly to
fans and collectors.

Artists can release bonus tracks and exclusive material, sell uncut
or backstage content, and much more.

Proof of ownership certificates for special perks or physical
products allow artists, as well as companies to be able to
leverage the marketplace as an additional platform to explore
unique ways to engage with fans through digital music collectibles
and Web3, and generate new revenue streams.
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Limited edition             100 of 250 left

NFT Title 
Description 
$ PRICE

NFT INFO 
NFTs in USD
Purchase with Credit Card
Polygon + ETH Support
We provide the smart contract for your NFT in
our Launchpad collection and help market your
NFT
We manage it. You get paid.

*Purchases require a Bitski Wallet, which is free to
create. 
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All NFTs are part of the GREATERTHAN LAUNCHPAD Collections. 
Artist gets paid 80% of NFT sales 
20% covers Bitski, Stripe, and GREATERTHAN costs

NFT INFO 

EXAMPLE

DELIVER
The name and description will be written to the blockchain when your
NFT is minted

We can create a proof of ownership certificate with redemption ticket for
physical items. NFTS are also a way to serve superfans with exclusive
content, products and token-gated experiences - not just a collectible
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Primary media: An image is required for all NFTs. Additionally,
you can include a video or 3D model. The NFT must include two
free content items. 

NFT INFO 

EXAMPLE

DELIVER
Image: JPG, PNG, or GIF (50mb max)
3Dmodel or Video: MP4 or GLB (50mb max)

Limited edition             100 of 250 left

NFT Title 
Description 
$price

Use a photo or video for the eye-grabbing "front" of your NFT
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Go for it with special offers and exclusive content. You can have
up to 3 items to be unlocked by NFT owner

NFT INFO 

EXAMPLE

DELIVER
Add content that you want the NFT owner to be able to
download once they own the NFT.Limited edition             100 of 250 left

NFT Title 
Description 
$ PRICE

Full Res image or 4k video, Certificate for redemption
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UNLOCKABLE CONTENT: Additional files (optional) include any
other file types that you would like the NFT owner to be able to
download.

NFT INFO 

EXAMPLE

DELIVER
Upload full res JPG, PNG, or GIF (200mb max)
Upload MP4 or GLB (200mb max)
Upload an additional file (200mb max)Limited edition             100 of 250 left

NFT Title 
Description 
$ PRICE

MP3, additional videos or 3d Models, 
3D print files, .zip, etc.
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NFT INFO 
Snapchat lens (optional) and/or Instagram filter
(optional) 

DELIVER
URL and it will be shared with anyone who purchases
this NFT

EXAMPLE Snap Lens image displayed.
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Paula Moore was the first female A&R Research Executive in the music industry.
During her time as an executive at two major label groups, she built the industry’s
first A&R research platform, connecting A&R executive staff, scouts, artists, and
data. Moore collaborated with then up-and-coming street artist Shepard Fairey on
the platform design and user experience.

Today, she is still the only female senior-level A&R Research Executive with IP
assets. Paula continues to innovate the music industry and is the founder and CEO
of GREATERTHAN, a web3 company exploring big ideas by combining A&R
research discovery and A&R driven NFT collections in the music culture brand space
with a new boutique designer distribution platform in it’s A&R Innovation Lab. 

FOUNDER | CREATOR | AUTHOR

FOUNDER / OPERATOR



For Demonstration Purposes Only
ALL RIGHTS RESERVED 2022  • PAULA MOORE VENTURES 
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